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KARST KAMP ASBESTOS PROPERTY
GALLATIN COUNTY, HONTANby Thomas L. Wilson
INTRODUCTION
The Karst Kamp Asbestos Property, Hlthough d!scovered nearly
half a century ago, has never been adequat.eLy studied from the geologic standpoint, thus the author of this paper has chosen the problem of its genesis as his thesis in fulfilling the requirements
for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Geological Engineering at
Montana School of Mines.
Karst Kamp (Figure 1), a southwestern Montana recreation resort, is 32 road miles south of Bozeman on the east bank of the
Gallatin River in a narrovr V-shaped valley flanked on the west by
the ru ged Madison mountain range and on the east by the equally
rou h Gallatin ran e. The asbestos deposit itself lies approximately one-half mile northl'l'est
of the ranch on a heavily timbered ttAlpine-like II slope nearly 1200 feet above the floor of the valley.

An

asphalt sur-faced al -weather- national highwa , U.S. No. 191, passes
direct

in front of the ranch on the route between Bozeman and rest

Ye -10 stone, },ont.ana , the western entrance to Yellowstone National
Park.

The nearest railroad is at Gallatin Gateway, Montana, 22 miles

to the north.

A wooden bridge crosses the river 1500 feet north of

the Karst ranch, and a dirt road leads to the asbestos pit, climbin
an

crisscrossing the mountain at a 10 percent grade (Plate I, B, C;

Plate II, A, B).

Foot and horsetrails which lead to the deposit by

more direct routes a so take off from the brid _,e.
The a thor wishes to gratefull
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acknowledge the advice and

given him by Dr. Eugene S. Perry who made a-

assistance so readi

vailable much information he was in possession of, and :Mr. Forbes S.
Robertson with his technical advice on microscopic identification.
Both of these gentlemen are associated wj_th the Department of Geo10eY of Montana School of :Mines. Much information was also supplied
by Messrs. Charle

Lester and C.M. Massey, owner and superintendent
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Figure.l.-- Index m p of the State of Montana showing the location
of Karst Kamp.
of the deposit res e¥tively, as well as Mr. Peter F. Karst, discoverer
of the deposit and ori,inal owner.

Mr. Robert L. pott generously

give of his time and assistance in field work connect ed with this
thesis.
The deposits have been opened by a main pit with which are associated a shaft and an undercuttin

adit, but there are also two

small p·ts about one-quarter mile southwestward.
this report deal essenti lly with the main pit.
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Descriptions in'

HISTORY
The deposit was discovered in 1901 by Peter F. Karst, while
hunting on hills west of his ranch house.

He shipped 800 tons of

asbestos from his discovery in the next few years, transporting the
material down the mountain on mule back and shipping the crude product to Milwaukee for beneficiation.

Later, however, a gravit.y

aerial tram and a small mill were. constructed.

Production was in-

termittant for the next several years, the U.S. Bureau of Mines reporting small tonnages in 1923, 1928, and 1933 to 1935.

In 1935 the

property was sold to the Karstolite Company which manufactured the
asbestos into wall and ceiling ·insulation bearing the trade name of
Karstolite.

This company operated the deposit until 1938, when it

VIas sold to the Montana Asbestos Company which operated until 1940,
at which time the property was closed down.
In

1947, JAr. Charles Lester formed the Inter-state Products

Com an , and in
the highwa

947 a road was constructed with a bull-dozer from

to the pit.

Plans for building a new mill adjacent to

the deposit, and for developing the property to its fullest extent
are in process of execution in 1948.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
The Madison mountain range is a region of extremely rough mountainous topogra hy (Plate I) with high peaks, precipitous slopes
heavily covered with timber, and deeply incised canyons.

Several

peaks in the area have maximum altitudes of over 10,000 feet while
the major valleys have

n

The e evation of K r t Kam

pproximate aver
is 5820 feet.
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e elevation of 4,800 feet.
Evidences of

aciation

PLATE I

A.-- View looking south from asbestos mine.
>- •

~...:...:....---~
\
\
\

.
\

........

B.-- View of asbestos-bearing hill,

c.--

Road on photo raph "B.II

ooking west.
PHOTOORAPHS OF KARST KAMP AREA

PLATE II
-----'

A.- Beginning of mine road showing wooden bridge crossing
Gallatin River. Roof of mill visible in upper left
cornor.

r

B.-- Mine road under construction.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ROAD TO ASBESTOS MINE

can be seen high towards the peaks in the form of cirques.

The upper

reaches of the canyons also have their V-shapes slightly eroded to
the typical glacial U-shape (Plate I, A) in addition to a few illdefined moraines.
Out crops of the rocks composing the range are few except along
ridges and above the timberline, locally there is a heavy mantle of
soil with vegetation and slide rock.

The surface material nearly

always shows evidences of creep as a result of the steep slopes and
strong water movement during the spring thaws.

Mechanical erosion

predominates as shown by the granular character of the soil and angular blocks of talus.
The hill upon which the deposit is located forms one of the extreme eastern slopes of the range, having an average inclination of
about 30 degrees from the horizontal, and it is almost entirely covered by pine trees and range grass (Plate I, B).
Water is drained from the area by the Gallatin River (Plate III)
which flows north from yellowstone National Park to the Three Forks
of the mighty Missouri River.
ous small tributaries

Feeding into the Gallatin are numer-

hich trend east from the Madison Range side

and west from the G l~atin R nge.
facin

The deposit is on a south slope

an unnamed intermittant stream flowing into the Gall tin River.
GENERAL GEOLOGY

Historical Geolo~
Re ional
The rocks of the region (Plate III) reveal the geologic history
of the area from the Archeozoic to Recent times with but few gaps, a
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stretch of time involving many millions of years.

Pre-Beltian or

Archean time is represented by a complex series of schists and gneisses
called the Pony Series.

An unconformity separates this formation from

the Paleozoic sediments which are normal marine clastics and nonclastics.

Rocks of the Ordovician and Silurian periods are completely

missing; it is not known whether these rocks were eroded away or simpI

not laid down.

these periods.

An unconformity occupies the normal position of

Shallow and deep seas alternated during the Paleozoic

era resulting in conformable coarse shore-line deposits to deep-water
limestones.

Another unconformity separates Paleozoic and Mesozoic

rocks, the youn er formations bein

normal sediments with the excep-

tion of the Livingston fornBtion which is composed of volcanic flows.
While these volcanics wer-e bein

deposited (probably from centers

nort.h of Yellowstone National Park) regional uplift commenced and
continued into the Eocene and Oligocene epochs.

Sediments laid down

during this time are composed of the Bozeman lake beds which were
formed in lakes occupying the valleys dammed by the Livingston volcanics and by earth movements.

Later erosion, aggrevated by Eocene

and Pliestocene glaCiation, permitted the escape of these waters and
caused the draina e to change from one of southerly to one of northerl
direction.
man

Recent erosion and alluvium have either removed or covered

of these sediments.
Local
The Karst asbestos deposits lie wholly within the Pony series

of Archean rocks (p ate III).

Very little is known of the early

pre-Cambrian histor~, but it h

5

had been subject to

reat regiona

been well established that the rocks
stresses prior to the deposition

of the pre-Cambrian Belt sediments which lie beyond the limits of the

-5-

map.

These sediments are composed in part of a conglomerate of Pony

schists and gneisses.

Further proof is held in the fact th t many

of the faults within the pony Series are terminated by the unconformity separating the Archeozoic and Paleozoic eras.

Folding and faul-

ting of successivel~ younger orogenies have resulted in a complex
which has not been deciphered.
The entire series are literally crisscrossed by igneous injections, ran ing from ver

basic dikes and sills t.opegmatites.

Host of these are of pre-Cambrian aGe since they are displaced by
A chea

fa 1

As '1il be shown later it wa

one of these basic

ikes which le to t e formation of the asbestos.
Subsequent de.o ·tion f Pa eozoic an Mesozoic sediments has
bee

entirely removed by erosion periods of Triassic and post-Creta-

ceous ege.

Orogenic movement of late Cretaceous to early Tertiary

a e raised the Madison

ountains to their maximum elevation and

gre tly accelerated the rate of erosion, which bared the schists and
gneisses to the destructive forces of the elements.

Regional
F .ults of ,reat vertica
in

are.

ater time,

have

re the main structural features noticed in the

Hc.>h f the force

caused the sediment
d.

Axe

of man

eroded to s c
Th

'i c

an places forced Archean rocks into contact with those of Dev0n-

ian or

tur

and horizontal magrrit.de, r

struct

'I

ich produced some of these r ptures

to ee hi hly fo de

Lso

and in places to be over-

of the lar er of the anficlines have been

epth that the tmder ying Archean strata are exposed.

e is f rther

om lie ted b

-6-

the presence of igneous

rocks, which occur in the forms of laccolites, sills, dikes, and
surface flows.
Local
The complexity of the local structures are beyond the scope
of this paper, and the author has made no attempt to decipher them
except in so far as they bear directly upon the occuran?e of the
asbestos.

The fibrous material occurs in a basic dike, but from

the evidence at hand the igneous rock has been moved to its present
position by two faults (Plate IV) which dip towards each, other so
that the

would meet approximately 42 feet below the present floor

of the pit.

These faults both strike nearlr east to west with the

one on the north dipping 400 south and the other 500 north.
deposit is bounde

The

on the ~est by a fault of undetermined dip and

on the east by the schists and gneisses whose strike is N 400
and whose dip is 770 NE.

w

The general strike of the asbestos veins

within the pit is due north and the dip is 790 west, whereas strikes
of the country rock are N 100 E on the west side and N 270 E on the
east side, with dips of 580

and 610 SIN respectively.

$VV'

This indi-

cates a fracture or fault through which mineralizing solutions could
rise.

The fibers within the veins are perpendicular to the enclosing

walls, that is, nearl

horizontal.
PETROIDGY

The Pony series of rocks in the vicinity of the asbestos deposit
consist mainl
these rock

of schists and gneisses.

Because of the nature of

it is impossible in the time available to determine whe-

ther they were ori in 11

sedimentary, as is probably the case with

most of the material, or if the

~ere igneous.

-7-

The pit is bounded by
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six facies of the formation which are described as follows:
(1) A pinkish-white granular aplite-appearing rock containing
quartz, plagioclase and microcline in about equal proportions, with
a proximatel

5% biotite.

The grains of the latter mineral are or-

iented with the basal cleavage parallel to the strike and normal to
the dip of the banding.
to 1/2 mm.

The grain size of all minerals is about 1/4

This rock may ori inally have been either an arenaceous

sediment or a felsic sill.
(2) A grayish-black hornblende-quartz schist in which the hornblende

rains are approximately 1/4 to

/2 mm. in size while those

of the q artz are slightly larger, being 1/2 to 1 nun. All grains
are highly crystalline ·.;ith
the schistosity parallel to the banding.
(3) A white gneiss with the essential mineralogic component being plagiocl see Qua tz and biotite are present in amounts less than
2% each.

The rock tends to fracture at right angles and weather to

a light brown color.
(4) A clear-white vte l-cemented quartzose band with small in-

cluded lenses of biotite.

Flakes of biotite, 1/8 to 1/4 mm. in dia-

meter, speckle the rock in minute q
(5) An

lmost jet back

q ~rtz and feldspar.

tities.

hornblende schist with not more than 10%

Under the hand lens, the quartz appears as elon-

ate ble~s and in about eq al proportion to the feldspar.
tosit

is oblique to thebandin.

The schis-

T e rock weathers to a dirty brown

color.
(6) A w ite qu rtz-feldspar rock with very minor (less than 1%)

b'otite and
n

5

A

an

granitic texture.

T e roc

tends to fracture at right

to weather to a rather fresh brown color.
metamorphosed s enite dike lies 40 feet northwest of the
-8-

pit (Plate V).

This intrusive does not appear to be related to the

occurance of the asbestos.
Pyroxenite is the name which has been given to the rock which
contains the asbestos within the pit.

In hand speciman it appears

to consist almost entirely of green to brown ensta.tite. Some hydrothermally leached specimens of this rock have been

ltered almost

entirely to kaolin, chlorite and limonite, the last proving the presence of iron bearin

minerals.

Along what appears to be

t.wo

obscured

fault planes, the pyroxenite has been altered to chlorite-rich schists
with some sericite and biotite.

Each of these occurances is 2 feet

wide with individual grains oriented parallel to apparent slickensides.
The asbestos in hand speciman appears to be a long fiber amphfubole asbestos called anthophyllite (Plate VII, A, B, C).
within the pit from

It ranges

brownis -gray, hard, dense, "bonell variety to

a hi h grade, pure white, easily fibered substance.

There are often

small inclusions of chlorite within this hi,h grade material.
MINERALOGY
The pyroxenite host rock ·'las
ebudf.ed under the petrographic
mic oscope to determine·the relationship of the vein asbestos to the
angue.

Most of the minerals were first identified by use of small

grains and later reidentified in thin sections made from the same
samples from which the grains were taken.

The descriptions of the

minerals are as follows:.
NTIGORITE (var-,Bastite) T e color
nonpleochroic.

0

(H4M 3Si209)

this mineral is pale green with low relief and is

Under crossed nic ols the birefringence is 0.009. and
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the mineral h s parallel extinction oriented length slow. The figure
is biaxial negative with a low optic angle, 2V ;;:;
20°.

Na = 1.588.

Often intimately associated with serpophite of the same chemical

COffi-

position.
CHLORITE (var-, Prochlorite) -- «MgFe)Si03)
The color ran es from neutral to pale green with moderate relief and is nonpleochroic.
is inclined and the

The birefringence is 0.004.

rains have length slow orientation.

ference figure is bi xial positive, 2V

= 40°.

Extinction
The inter-

Indices of refraction

range from 1.588 to 1.612.
ENSTATITE -- (MgSi03)
Under ordinary light enstatite is colorless with a high relief,
di

yin

no pleoc roism.

The bire r ° ngence is 0.009; extinction

is parallel; orientation is length slow; the figure is biaxial positive, 2V ~ 60° •. Na ~ 1.640 to 1.659.
PHLOGOPITE -- (~Ag3Al(OH)Si40l0)
Brovn in thin section with low relief and a slight pleochroic
effect.

The birefrin.ence is 0.04 under crosse nichols. and the ex-

tinction is parallel •. The figure is biaxial positive, 2V
N

=

= 80°.

.549 to 1.558

ANTHOPHYLLITE (var Gedrite) -- (H2Ca2(MgFe)3A1LISi6024)
Ant ophrllite is colorless in thin section, has a high reloef
nd faint pleochroism.
E

On tOon is

ra lel and the crystals are oriented length slow. The

interference fi~re
Chemic@l

The birefrinsence ranges from 0.014 to 0.025.

nal si is

is biaxial negative, 2V ~ 80°. N - 1.608 to 1.627.
s ollo~s:

-10omANA

SC

Si02 - 56.06%
FeO
9.80
A1203
5.84
CaO
1.22
MgO -- 26.02
Ign. loss
1.98

Schor lite is colorless with high relief and marked pleochroism.
Under crossed nicho s the birefringence ranges from 0.022 to 0.036;
the extinction 's par .llel; the orientation is length fast; and the
fi

re is uniaxial negative.

MAGNETITE -

Ne

=

1.659.

(FeIIFe~II04)

This mineral 's opaque with a blue-black color and is strongly
magnetic.

It is foun

s ngular inclusions in the pyroxenite, very

seldom in the asbestos.
MINERALIZATION
Ore Zone
The

sbestos occurs in a pyroxenite dike which is discordent with

the s'ITroundin~ schists and fpeisses.
co sists mainl
.(tourmaline).

of enstatite with

The pyroxenite country rock

ssociated phlogopite and schorlite

From a distance, the outcrop of this ffi8.terial
has a

greenish-blClck a pearance, but on closer observation it can be seen
that actually the rock is made up of bands (Plate VI), apparentl
fracture planes.
of
to

Individuall

along

these bands are made up of ~.to 8 inches

ereenish-brown enstatite which has a vitreous luster and a.ppears
e s ightl

iron enstatite.

fibrous, separated by nearly 2 feet of dull black highIn

general, these bands strike N 100 E across the

eposit and dip 580 SN in the central portion, but elsewhere strike
N 2'f E, with a dip of 610 SW.

The planes separating the pyroxenite

19751

PLATE VI

A.-- Main pit looking north.· White

bands are asbestos veins cutting
pyroxenite country rock.

B.-- Middle pit, one-quarter mile
soutm~est of main pit, looking northwest. White band
crossing center of photograph
from left to right is asbestos vedri,

C.- Yvest pit, 100 y rds southwest of

middle pit, looking north. White
band in center of picture is asbestos vein showing cross-fiber
structure.

PHorOORAPHS OF PITS IN ASBESTOS-BEARING ROCK

of one attitude from that of another are occupied by veins of clearly
defined asbestos.
width, and the

These veins range from 2 inches to 2 1/2 feet in

show no gradation from the fibrous material into the

solid country rock.
The zone is intimately associated on the north and south sides
with pegmatites.

So far as is known, this is not true for the western

pits.
Origin
The origin of the asbestos must be considered from two angles:
first, the origin of the mineral and, secondly, the formation of the
fibrous nature of the material.
It has been postulated that anthophyllite is formed fronl enstatite purely by paramorphism, that is, merely a physical change, not
a chemical transformation.
plished

This would necessarily have to be accom-

nder conditions of great temperature and pressure since the

break-down temperature of enstatite under laboratory conditions is
l5570C.

Horever, this hypothesis is contradicted by Alfred Harke~~

who states, "•••• thus takin

the simple magnesian metasilicates, we

find for enstatite the specific gravity 3.175 and for anthophyllite
2.857, from which it is evident that the formation of the amphibole
rather than the pyroxene in crystalline schists. cannot be attributed
to mere h drostatic pressure.1I
phism of enstatite wi 1 tend to

He also proves that dynamic metamorroduce talc instead of serpentine

which, as will be shown later, is an intermediate alteration product
of enstatite into anthoph llite.

Furthermore, it has been shown that,

as in the case of the Geor~'a deposits, regional metamorphism, which
~~Harker, Alfred, Met morphism, Methuen and Co., Ltd., London, 1939,
p , 15 •
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF ASBESTOS

has implications of both dynamic and hydnostatic pressures, produces
lenses of mass- or bundle-fiber whereas the Karst deposits consist
wholly of cross-fiber veins (Plate VII, B).
Anthophyllite but rarely occurs in the cross-fiber form , therefore a different explanation for its occurance must be sought.

Many

hypotheses have been formulated for the formation of cross-fibers in
veins, but in late

ears the idea of lateral secr-et.f.on from the walls

to a fracture or fault has taken hold, the growing veins actually applying such stress to the walls that they are pushed apart.
Since pyroxenes are most stable under static conditions of high
temperatures and anthoph llite stable under conditions of differ.ential
pressure and somewhat 10Y-Tertemperatures, the transition must have
taken place at dep~h in a fault zone (shown by the differences in
attitudes of the host rock) aided by the prompting of an aqueous-siliceous fluid which found the fault planes accessable escapeways from
an underlying magma.

The sol tions altered the host rock and formed

the asbestos, partly from the constituents of the rock, the individual crystals pushing the w lIs apart as they grew.

Ra.rely, the fi-

bers in the K rst ve'ns are curved (Plate VII, A).

This has been at-

tributed to

gradual differential displacement of the walls.

As en-

statite alters to serpentine there is an increase in volume, but this
is not like

to have caused much exertion of pressure because some

of the products of alteration are removed by the circulating solutions.
The formation of fibers within the amphibole minerals is due to
physical conditions

hich have limited crystal growth to one direc-

tion, accentuated by normal prismatic he.bit and cleavage.

It is thought

that this is attributable primarily to the fact that the material from
vhd.ch

the

rectio.

owing cr stals ver-e built was accessible only in one diRecent weathering has caused the fibers in shallow portions
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of veins to become softer and less brittle, producing Ilhigh-gradell
fibers (Plate VII, C).
Paragenesis
It has already been inferred that enstatite was the mineral
from which the anthophyllite was formed and that the elemental constituents of the latter were derived not only from .the rock, but from
the solutions of alteration as well.
two steps:

The transition took place in

first, enstatite to antigorite (bastite) and, secondly,

antigorite to anthoph llite (gedrite).

The alteration of enstatite

to the serpentine can be accomplished merely by the addition of super-heated water.

This is shmqn in the following chemical equation

in which the excess silica is removed by solution:
3MgSi03

.... 2H20 -

HhMg3Si209

....
Si02•

The antigorite was further acted upon by liquors which contained
the constituents of kyanite and wo'LLaetonat.e, both common pegmatitic
minerals, to produce the variety of anthophyllite present in the deposit (Plate VII, D, E).

This chemical reaction can be shown as

fo lows:

The rna etite shown in the above equation was probably an ori inal
constituent of the altered rock.
Prochlorite

VffiS

produced by the alteration of the excess iron-

rich enstatite in a manner shown below:
5(MCFe)Si03

f- Al20

3

.... 4112°

--+

H8(MgFe) 5Al2Si3018

These several equations have been independentl

formulated by

the ilTiter,howeve , the first and last are .Lso given b

- 4-

"" 2Si02•

Hopkdris+,

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
The U.S. Bureau of wunes reported in 193~that same samples sent
to them from the Karst de osits proved to be of exceptional quality.
The

st.at.edtha.t the fibers averaged one-half inch in length and is

t e only known anthophyllite ( mphibole asbestos) in the United Sta.tes
of spinning quality.

Ordinarily, the serpentine asbestos is considered

the spinning variety.

In the past, asbestos from the K rst deposit has

sold for $40 per ton at the mine.

The deposit consists of approxirnate-

y 35% fiber.
It is very difficult to estimate the quantity of asbestos present because of the complex nature of the entire region, therefore it '
would be highly unwise to make great expenditures for physical plants
nd surface equi ment until a detailed exploratory and development
pro ram

ad taken

lace.

However, since all the minerals present are

of the high temper~ture variety, it would be quite right to assume
that the veins contin e to de~th provided they are not displaced by
faults.

The fibers would become harsher and of inferior quality with

increasing depth, ho ever, because

j_t

is unlikely weathering would

reach be~ond a hundred feet in t is region.
CONCLUSIONS
The Karst K mp asbestos deposits consist of a variet

of antho-

h,llite ca.lledIIgedritell, and was formed in pre-Cambrian time by the
action of silicic fluids upon a pyroxenite host rock, causing the essential constituent, enstatit , to liydrothermall r alter under conditions of great pressure and temperature to asbestos.
is cOITU11Onl ca led amph.i ole asbe stos,

This material

La,ter elevation of the de-

posit and subsequent erosion of the overlYing rock enabled weathering
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to separate the fibers into a fluffy "high-gradeJl material.

It is

the author's opinion that the deposit is worthy of further exploration to determine the extent of the veins and tonnage of asbestos
available.
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